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Economy goes to pot
Officials weigh in on impacts of legalized marijuana
By Gwen Albers
Las Vegas Optic

Editor’s note: This is the
first in a series focusing on
how the Las Vegas and San
Miguel economy will be
affected by the legalized sale
of marijuana come April 1.

Police searching
for mother,
two missing
children
By Ryan Lowery
Special to the Optic

Joseph Jaramillo has no
doubt his Las Vegas businesses will benefit from
the state legalizing the sale
of recreational marijuana
starting on April 1.
“A lot of the older generations will be more free
(to purchase marijuana)
and it will be more acceptable,” said Jaramillo,
the general manager for
Smoke n Body 2.0 at 1213
National Ave. and Smoke
n Body Main at 1822 7th
St.
The stores offer Cannabidiol, or CBD products,
for treating things like
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manager Joseph Jaramillo expects the store to benefit now that the sale of recreational marijuana has been legalized.
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Police in San Miguel
County are searching for
a 25-year-old woman who
might have left the state
with two children, violating a custody agreement.
Deputies with the San
Miguel County Sheriff’s
Office were notified on
Sept. 23 that Lexus Eversole, 25, of Sapello, failed
to turn her children, ages
7 and 3, over to their
father, as required by the
terms of a “safety plan”
put in place by the New
Mexico Children, Youth,
and Families Department.
Lexus Eversole shares
custody with Jose Eversole, according to an
arrest affidavit filed in
San Miguel Magistrate
Court. Under the terms of
the CYFD safety plan, the
children spend weekdays
with Jose, and weekends
with Lexus.

CYFD also appointed
Lexus’s aunt as a safety
monitor while the kids are
with Lexus.
On Sept. 23, the children’s father notified the
San Miguel County Sheriff’s Office that Lexus had
not handed the children
off to him on Sept. 19, as
required by the agreement.
A CYFD representative visited Lexus at an
approved residence in
Tecolote on Sept. 19. The
children were inside the
home, but Lexus and the
safety monitor would
not allow CYFD to enter,
according to the affidavit. CYFD officials were
unable to gain access to
the home to see the children.
Beginning on Sept. 23,
law enforcement officers
began making attempts
See SEARCHING, Page 2

Mayor issues order
for wearing masks
By Gwen Albers
Las Vegas Optic
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Hacienda cashier Samantha Roybal hands a receipt to customer Larry Gonzales of Las Vegas.

Las Vegas business struggle
to find workers
By Gwen Albers
Las Vegas Optic

Mike Wilson struggles to find
employees for the hardware store
he manages in Las Vegas.
“It doesn’t seem like anyone
wants to work,” said Wilson, store
director for the Hacienda at 2613
7th St., where pay starts at $11.50
an hour, a recent increase from
around $9 an hour.
Wilson blames it on the government “giving free money,” referring to unemployment benefits
offered during the COVID pandemic.
Stacy Johnston, acting public

information officer for the state
Department of Workforce Solutions, said it’s hard to pinpoint the
reason for the worker shortage,
but expects more people will begin
looking for jobs.
“People are coming off federal
pandemic insurance benefits,” said
Johnston, noting the COVID payments ended on Sept. 4.
“Hopefully, we will see those
jobs getting recruited (filled) more
rapidly,” she said.
New Mexico offers unemployment for 26 weeks; recipients must
be looking and available for work,
Johnston said.

As for Hacienda, the store
employs 25 to 30 part- and fulltime workers and has three open
positions, Wilson said. He posts
openings in the store and gets
most of his applicants from walkins. Wilson also works with the
Department of Workforce Solutions.
“We’re also planning on putting
flyers on bulletin boards at (New
Mexico) Highlands (University),
Luna (Community College) and
the high schools,” he said.
Keeping workers is also chal-
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Pfizer booster shot now
available for eligible groups
By Phil Scherer
Las Vegas Optic Editor

Booster shots of the
Pfizer COVID-19 vaccine are available in New
Mexico for individuals 65
and older, those living in
long-term care facilities
and those over 50 with
underlying medical conditions.
The booster shot
should be given at least
six months after the initial
vaccine doses.
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Las Vegas Mayor
Louie Trujillo on
Wednesday issued an
executive order recommending that masks be
worn if attending an
outdoor event where
social distancing isn’t
possible.
That includes for anyone who is vaccinated
against COVID.
“It seems like our case
numbers are going up,”
Trujillo said. “These are
large events where a lot
of social distancing is
not taking place.”
During the last two

weeks, the state Department of Health reported
131 new cases of COVID
in San Miguel County,
or a 5.8 percent positive diagnosis rate. The
county spiked on Aug.
31 with 81 new cases.
West Las Vegas
Schools has previously
required people to wear
masks to outdoor events,
including football
games. Las Vegas City
Schools has not, but will
follow the mayor’s recommendation.
“We will always comply with what the city

Eduardo J. Arguello

To schedule an
appointment for a booster
shot, individuals should
contact their doctor or
visit vaccinenm.org.
Qualifying underlying
conditions include cancer;
heart, kidney, lung or
liver disease; dementia;
obesity; pregnancy; or
substance abuse disorders.
Beginning Oct. 11,
booster eligibility will be
expanded to people 18 to
See BOOSTER, Page 2
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